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Your trusted guide to value yourself and break the patterns ofcodependency Codependency For Dummies,
2nd Edition is themost comprehensive reserve on the topic to day.Codependence is primarily a learned
behavior from our family oforigin. dysfunctional relationships, overcome guilt and resentment, andmuch
more. However thecosts of codependence range from distrust, faulty expectations,passive-aggressiveness,
control, self-neglect, over-focus onothers, manipulation, intimacy issues, and a slew of other harmfultraits.
Written in plainEnglish and packed with sensitive, authoritative details, itdescribes the history, symptoms,
causes, and relationship dynamicsof codependency. Some cultures have it to a greater degree
thanothers—some still see it as a normal way of living. New to this edition are chapters on functioning
theTwelve Steps to recuperate from codependency and howtherapists/coaches/nurses are influenced by
codependency. Codependence causes severe pain and impacts the majorityof Americans—not just women
and family members of addicts.Codependency For Dummies, 2nd Edition offersauthoritative and trusted
help with ways to raise yourself-esteem, detach and let go, collection boundaries, recognize healthyvs. A lot
of the publication is devoted to healing andlays out a clear plan for recovery with exercises, practicaladvice,
and daily reminders to assist you know, honor, guard, andexpress yourself.Can help you break the design of
conduct that keeps you inharmful relationshipsProvides trusted guidance to create healthy boundaries,
copingskills, and expectationsOffers suggestions for eliminating feelings of guilt, blame, andfeeling overly
responsibleExplains the difference between care-offering and codependentcare-takingIf you're trapped in the
routine of codependency and searching forhelp, Codependency For Dummies, 2nd Editionoffers trusted
assistance and a clear plan for recovery.
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Becoming a Master of Intent I'm a self-help junkie. I grew up by a single dysfunctional mom. I'm better off
for having go through it! later how I was raised has impacted me socially. The quality life cook book I
highly recommend Codependency for Dummies. I'd have obtained any addition of this book really, I just
happened upon this edition. Finally something positive. Principles of myself that need to change are
problematic for me to find, but this book makes it easier. As other reviewers have said, change isn't over
night, but with education comes an opportunity for switch. I used this reserve in conjuntion with various
other lectures on Youtube: Ross Rosenberg, and Oprah's life class when she discusses balancing her
achievement and boundaries to greatly help others. Also, I've participated in Zen meditation which helps me
see how mindfulness can help arranged the stage for viewing my errors objectively so that I can right them
and allow them move. Codependency for Dummies gives the tools to determine effective communication.
Dumb book. I realize today- 38 yrs. I believe the "dummie" series is effective on any subject that's difficult
to understand. I could put those changes into practice chapter by chapter, with the result that as I changed
my behavior, my spouse's behavior transformed for the better too!I've complex PTSD. I felt like I was
recovery and growing more powerful with every web page read. In comparison to other books I've read on
codependency, that one leaves the reader with a positive attitude towards improving his / her situation
instead of virtually condeming someone to a lousy, unhappy and relatively short life like other books do.
There are additional Codependency books out there, but my experience is that one may be the most
comprehensive while also being the easiest to immediately put into practice. This was a fat lifted off my
shoulders. I only believed I was useful if I was doing something for somebody else, and in the process, I lost
my feeling of self. Very clear and straight forward. Over a period of years, I've read many books, content
and used classes regarding the many subjects that affect psychological/emotional healing, trauma, selfadvancement, addiction, psychoanalysis, etc.I can’t say enough concerning this book. It is very
comprehensive and intensely resourceful. I am thankful for how Darlene Lancer references and relates
topics throughout the book rendering it easy to cross reference beneficial information and the procedure for
identifying, learning, healing, growing, developing and getting the healthful person we desire to be.We am
so thankful; I never thought of my personal as codependent, but recognize now I have been incredibly
codependent. Lancer's well-researched knowledge can help you get there. Life Changer This book was the
shove I needed to finally figure out what was wrong in my own life. Darlene will not sugar coat her
message, and at times it was hard to read the good examples and explanations that slice so deeply to the
heart of what I was suffering from. I think it's extremely hard for most people to set healthy boundaries.) and
honest with yourself, then this book delivers the love medicine that enables the reader to create out on a
better, more helpful and more skill path to reclaim their existence. By studying my symptoms of
codependency, I learned how exactly to change my behavior. A pounds off my shoulders! Darlene's
explanations and guidance can be applied instantly to everyday living, with transformations quickly
pursuing. The subject matter can be "shine-a-spotlight" tough to handle, but the real reading is obvious, and
flows conveniently. This shows the complexity of the issue and the many levels a person can experience.The
author is quite clear about where codependency and its own effects can lead but also highlights what sort of
person can deal with it in positive techniques get results. A Profoundly Lifestyle Changing Book This book
significantly changed my entire life. I required it at the same time where I was struggling with despair and
multiple dysfunctional relationships and it had been a perfect device to help me encounter my codependency
issues. I took a solid year and went to celebrate recovery, fulfilled with a counselor private, and actually
wrote out quotes from this book yourself.I honestly think everyone should browse this book. Even if you
don't think the issues are with you, you could be surprised. Lancet have been pursuing me and my family
around with a clipboard observing our behavior.This book hugs my brain and heart with empowering
messages and exercises that assist my process for how I might love and respect myself and as a result,
righteously and healthfully love and respect the world around me. This may be one of the biggest and best

investments you ever make in your life. It certainly was in mine. Life changing This very well could be the
most important book I have read. It was existence changing for me personally. I repressed any tough
feelings I had, not knowing that I was repressing them. I felt as if Ms. There is SO MUCH freedom on the
other side, and Dr. with the help of Codependency for Dummies and regularly applying the information
therein I perform not have to live my life as a slave to a way of thinking and feeling that prohibits me from
experiencing my healthiest self, able and confidently living life to the fullest. Does that sound too dramatic?
But if you will be brave (you can! Dumb dumb book. I feel so fortunate to have found this book! I think for
just about anyone (myself included), the learning process is a combination of things. It really is empowering
and hopeful. Buy this book- it could change your daily life for the better too. Darlene Lancers book offers
been instrumental to my recovery from ... You can easily understand and extraordinarily useful. It has also
helped me with my breakup from an abusive narcissist. Good introduction Well organized for those who
want to address specific regions of codependency individually. I bought one for every family member.
Knowledge Self improvement Excellent! Very Helpful! My life has greatly improved by using this book. If
you grew up becoming the people pleaser in your loved ones it can help you too. Good Good book very
informative.:(oo[:g g f tt k juu. hyf dfhu teft top mko gfe hyr hur yy egg hhyt Helped me actually understand
co-dependancy. This book explained my childhood and adult life to me in a manner that has helped
tremendously. I could utilize this book to focus on being a more authentic person. My communication with
my spouse and kids has been harmful to out family. I'm gald I got this book. Just the dumbest people would
buy this book. Guess it seems sensible it's known as Codependent for Dummies. - And very helpful. We are
all quite reactive and despite having been in therapy for a long time, have not really made any real strides in
conflict resolution. Darlene Lancers book has been instrumental to my recovery from co dependency.
Darlene is able to articulate and clarify troubling life-long patterns that I experienced a vague knowing of,
but not ability to handle. I feel it gets the potential to become life changing for so many people. Thanks
Darlene! Great book I recommend it to my clients.
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